
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1498

One month’s time, fleeting.

The Legion War is officially open!

And since this period of time, Lin Fan has also gone out early and

returned late every day, stepping up to train the members of Longya.

Let every fighter who special training under him have a qualitative leap

in strength.

During this period of time, Bai Yi also closely observed Lin Fan, and

felt more and more that her husband was mysterious and had some

unspeakable secrets.

But this time, she didn’t take the initiative to ask.

Because Bai Yi knew that even if she asked herself, Lin Fan would find

an excuse to prevaricate her, so she had to find the evidence by herself

to see what Lin Fan was hiding.

At this time, they all stepped into the main venue of the Legion War.

“Xiao Fan, are you sure that Lin Fan will clean up Lin Chentao?”

At this time, Bai Shan still asked uncomfortably, because he knew very

well that once they stepped into this main venue, their family would

have no way of retreat.

Lin Fan smiled and said:

“Dad, you just believe me this time, Lin Zuo really said it. That day Lin

Chentao sent the coffin to the release meeting, and he already aroused

his dissatisfaction, so he will never cooperate with Lin Chentao.”

“It is said that this time Lin Zuo intends to help Longya and teach him

the Owl Legion together.”

Bai Shan breathed a sigh of relief and said:

“It would be great if this is the case!”

And this time!

As soon as they took their seats, they saw the Zhuru family and sat not

far from them.

Seeing them present, Zhu Ru’s family was taken aback for a moment,

and then all smiled sarcastically, and asked with a malicious smile:

“Why, come to die?”

Obviously they all felt that Lin Fan’s family was bound to die today!

The Bai Yi family was so angry that they couldn’t say anything, and

they were angry with the cold blood and viciousness of this family.

On the side, Lin Fan sneered:

“Who is going to die, it will take a while to find out!”

what!

Zhu Ru and the others immediately smiled sarcastically, and shook

their heads extremely contemptuously.

They all seemed to laugh at Lin Fan’s stiff mouth when he died.

“Hahaha, this guy is really frustrated and crazy, and dare to talk

nonsense at this time! I’m afraid that after a while, you won’t even cry!”

“Lin Fan, stop dreaming! Unless Lin Zuo helps you today, your family

will undoubtedly die!”

“What nonsense with them, we’ll just walk and see, and see who is

unlucky for a while!”

Zhu Ru, Zhu Zhide, and Zhang Kaiming all sneered, humiliating Lin

Fan extremely ridiculously.

just!

At this moment, Lin Fan said with a surprising smile:

“Sure, is it really Lin Zuo to save us?”

Ok?

At this moment, the atmosphere fell into complete silence.

All Zhu Zhide’s family was stunned, seeming to be stunned by Lin

Fan’s words.

follow closely…

puff!

Hahaha!

They burst into laughter suddenly, as if they had heard the best joke in

their lives.

Lin Zuo, come forward to rescue them?

how can that be!

This rubbish, really think that your own family can be compared with

the Tangtang Lin family?

It’s a joke!

Right now, Zhu Ru smiled contemptuously:

“Lin Fan, I think you are really crazy. Do you think Lin Zuo will offend

the Lin family for you idiots? I think you are idiots talking about

dreams!”

But Lin Fan just smiled and stopped explaining.

What was the meaning of the mouth, he wanted to see if the Zhu Ru

family could still laugh at the moment when Lin Chentao died.

And at this moment!

There was a sudden sound of discussion in their ears.

“Have you heard? Ning Changkong has officially returned to China,

and it only took a week to maimed all the masters in Jiangbei!”

“Ning Changkong has been promoted to Great Master, Jiangnan

Jiangbei can’t resist it at all. Those masters are said to be killed by Ning

Changkong only with one move!”

“It’s terrible! In just one week, all the forces have been wiped out. Now

Jiangbei has become Ning Changkong! And he also said that he will

enter Jiangnan soon, and then all the four families will be destroyed!”

Hearing these discussions, the Bai Yi family’s heads were about to

explode.

Ning Changkong… are you back?
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